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Abstract: Researchers have designed many kinds of hole cleaning tools to improve hole cleaning condition in the complex structural wells. In this paper a mathematical model was built to analyzing the cutting particles movement on the
helical blades of hole cleaning tool. The relationships between blade helical angles and cuttings transport velocity in tangential direction and axial direction are obtained by solving the model. The results show that blade helical angle as a controlling variable has a significant impact on application effect of the spiral hole cleaning tool; tangential cuttings velocity
increases and axial cuttings velocity decreases with the increase in the helical angle and adjusting the helical angle can
reach the required cuttings velocity.
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1. INTRODUCTION

2. FORCES AND MOTION EQUATIONS FOR PARTICLE ON HELICAL BLADES

pipe clockwise rotation

drilling fluid flow direction

Field experiences [1, 2] have shown that cuttings bed is
always formed while drilling horizontal and ERW wells,
which leads to high drag and torque, pipe sticking, slower
rate of penetration, formation fractures and well bore steering problems [3], and also affects the subsequent jobs such
as cementing and casing problems. Therefore, it is very important for horizontal and ERW wells to enhance cuttings
transport efficiency. Many researchers have developed a
series of helical hole cleaning tools to improve hole cleaning
condition and obtained good results [4-6]. These tools have
helical blades on their surface, and outer diameters of these
blades are close to drill pipe sub. The helical tool is connected with drill pipe so that it can make full use of the drill
pipe rotation. Its working mechanism is that with helical tool
rotation a special flow field is formed in annuli, and cuttings
bed is destroyed and particles are accelerated. In recent
years, most researches applied CFD software to study the
effect of tool rotation on the flow behavior of drilling fluid to
predict the cuttings transport affected by the tool [7, 8]. This
paper analyzed hole cleaning performance of the helical tool
used with drill pipe. Movement equations were also developed for the particles on the blade, and numerical simulations were used to analyze the characteristics of particle
movement. These researches can provide a reference for the
similar tool design.

order to analyze the movement behavior of cuttings contacted with the blades, the following hypotheses are made
within the range that will not deteriorate the model’s accuracy: i) no interaction among cuttings, ii) spherical cuttings
with the same diameter and without rotation, and iii) incompressible steady-state flow.

Fig. (1). The working diagram of hole cleaning tool in vertical
segment.
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2.1. The Motion Equation in Vertical Segment
The basic structure and working diagram of hole cleaning
tool in vertical segment are shown in Fig. (1) and Fig. (2). In
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Fig. (2). Distribution of cuttings at the blade.
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As shown in Fig. (3), the movement behavior of the particle at Spiral curved surface is depicted in a certain annular
fluid flow. When t=0, the particle is located in M0 point. As
t=t0, the cutting particle moves to M point, and M0 point at
helicoid rotates to M0' point. During the process of particle
movement, Sa is the absolute transport trajectory, Va is the
absolute velocity, Sr is the relative transport trajectory, Vr is
the relative velocity, and Ve is the transport velocity. The
particle force analysis as follow:
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Among the above analyses, the tangential and axial velocity equations are derived based on the mechanical equilibrium.
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2.2. The Movement Equation in Inclined Segment



In inclined segment as shown in Fig. (4), the particles
will be excavated by the tool and transported to the surface
by the high fluid flow when hole cleaning tool contacts with
the cuttings bed. Based on this theory of vertical segment,
the inclination is introduced to depict the particle movement
in inclined segment.

Va
Ve

The relative motion of particle at helicoid is considered
as the uniform linear motion, so the inertia force of relative
motion is zero.

The absolute velocity of particle movement can be defined through the superposition theorem.
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K = 2mVr

Vrz = (W + fN cos   FD cos  ) /(2m sin  )
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Inertia force. Due to the particle movement in the
noninertial system, there is a Corioli inertial force acting on
the particle, which can be written as following equation:

Vrx = (mr 2 + fN sin  cos   FD sin  cos  ) /(2m cos  ) (7)
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Fig. (3). Movement and forces for a cutting at Spiral curved surface.

Gravity force. Due to the buoyancy force acting on the
particle in the fluid flow, the gravity force is expressed as:

4
W = R 3 (  s   ) g
3

(1)

Thrust force. The blade generates a blade thrust at the
particle when drill pipe is rotating, and the force direction is
perpendicular to the blade. The thrust force can be calculated
as following equation:

N = Wsin

(2)

Frictional force. The frictional force between cutting
and blade can be written as:.
F = fN

(3)

Drag force. The particle in the moving fluid experiences
a drag force paralleling to the direction of upstream velocity.
It is defined as:

1
FD = C D s (V  u f ) V  u f
2

(4)

Centrifugal force. As rotating with the helicoid, there is
a centrifugal force acting on cutting. It is defined as:

D = mr 2 ...

Z

borehole

(5)
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Fig. (4). The diagram of hole cleaning tool in inclined segment.

While hole cleaning tool works at the angle of , the
blade thrusts the particle with the force (N), and the direction
is perpendicular to the blade.

N = W sin(     )

(11)

Equation (12) and (13) are used to describe the tangential
and axial velocity of cutting movement, respectively:
Vrx = (mr 2 + Wsin + fN sin  cos   FD sin  cos  ) /(2m cos ) (12)

Vrz = (Wcos + fN cos   FD cos  ) /(2m sin  )

(13)

In addition, the absolute velocity of cutting movement
can be got through equations (9) and (10).
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3. CUTTINGS TRANSPORT NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

Table 1.

Data Required by Simulations

Helical angle (°)

25; 30; 35; 40; 45; 50; 55; 60; 65; 70

The above mathematical models are used to simulate the
cuttings transport behavior affected by hole cleaning tool in
different working conditions, and the conditions as follow:

Drilling fluid flow rate (m/s)

1.2; 1.5; 2

Pipe rotational speed (rpm)

80; 100; 120

Fig. (5) shows the transverse of the tool. The blade radius
is 85mm, transverse intersection angle is 50°, drilling fluid
density is 1.2g/cm3, cutting density is 2.5 g/cm3, cuttings
radius is 0.2mm. The helical angle, pipe rotational speed,
drilling fluid flow rate, inclination are listed in (Table 1).

Inclination (°)

60; 70; 80

3.1. Numerical Simulation Conditions

3.2. Results and Discussion
Cuttings bed is more difficult to be removed at the angle
of 60° [9, 10]. Therefore, the effect of the helical angle, pipe
rotational speed and drilling fluid flow rate on the particle
movement was simulated in the section at angle of 60°, and
the results are shown in Fig. (6) to Fig. (9).

pipe rotation

As shown in Fig. (6), with the increase at helical angle,
tangential velocity of particle movement increases, but axial
velocity decreases, and is close to zero when the helical angle towards to 70 degrees.



r

Fig. (7) indicates cuting particles were obviously accelerated by tool rotation with the increase of rotational speed.
For a given drill pipe rotational speed, with the increase at
helical angle resultant velocity of particle movement first
decreases, then increases. In terms of energy, the tool rotation does positive work on particles so that the velocity of
particles is increased.

Fig. (5). The transverse section of the tool.
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Fig. (6). Relationship between helical angle and cutting particles velocity.
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Fig. (7). Relationship between resultant velocity of cutting particles movement and helical angle with different pipe rotational speed at 1.2
m/s annular flow rate.
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Fig. (8) and Fig. (9) show that increasing drilling fluid
flow rate results in a higher tangential velocity and axial velocity of particle. For a given drilling fluid flow rate, tangential velocity increases and axial velocity decreases with the
increase at helical angle. Therefore, the higher drilling fluid
flow rates contribute to cuttings transport.
Fig. (10) indicates that the resultant velocity of particle
movement gradually increases with the increase at inclination, especially, there is a large range at inclination from
vertical to 60 degrees. In addition, a critical helical angle
also is found, and it should be avoided in process of designing helical tool.

tangential velocity of particles(m/s)

The comparison of the above figures shows the helical
angle has an obvious effect on particle movement velocity.
With the increase at the helical angle, tangential velocity of
particle movement also increases. However, when the helical
angle decreases, axial velocity of particle movement also
increases. The cuttings are excavated from the cuttings bed
by higher tangential velocity, and are transported to the surface by higher axial velocity.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
(1) The helical tool used for hole cleaning can make cuttings
accelerated obviously, and cutting particle velocity can
approach the drilling fluid flow rate, which is helpful for
cuttings transport and preventing the formation of cuttings bed again.
(2) The mathematical models in this paper can quantitatively describe cuttings transport behavior after cuttings
are through hole cleaning tool, especially, the tangential
velocity and axial velocity of cuttings are calculated,
which can provide the theoretic basis for designing this
type of tools.
(3) Helical angle of hole cleaning tool has a great effect on
the particle movement velocity. When designing the
tool, the helical angle should be gradually adjusted until
the required particle velocity is obtained.
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Fig. (8). Tangential velocity of cuttings with different annular fluid flow rate at 80rpm pipe rotational speed.
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Fig. (9). Axial velocity of cuttings with different annular flow rate at 80 rpm pipe rotational speed.
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Fig. (10). Resultant velocity of cutting movement with different inclination at 2.0 m/s annular flow rate and 100 rpm pipe rotational speed.
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Vz

=

axial velocity of particle, m/s

NOMENCLATURE
t

=

time, s

CD

=

drag coefficient, dimensionless

s =
 =

cutting density, kg/m3

R

=

cutting particle radius, m

r

=

blade radius, m



=

helical angle, °

f

=

friction coefficient

m

=

particle mass, kg

n

=

rotational speed of pipe, rpm



=

transverse intersection angle, °

s

=

spherical great circle area, m2



=

pipe angular speed, rad/s

uf

=

drilling fluid velocity, m/s

V

=

cutting particle velocity, m/s

Vrx

=

relative tangential velocity of particle, m/s

Vrz

=

relative axial velocity of particle, m/s

drilling fluid density, kg/m3
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